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Carbon nanotube parametric electron pump: A molecular device
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We have analyzed the device properties of a single-wall metallic carbon nanotube operated as a parametric
electron pump. It is found that a dc current can be pumped out from this molecular device by a cyclic variation
of two gate voltages near the nanotube, in the absence of any bias voltage. Due to the particular electronic
properties of the nanotube, the pumped current is found to show a remarkable parity effect near the resonant
levels, with a rather sensitive dependence on the control parameters of the device such as deformation strength,
the amplitude and the phase difference of the gate voltage.
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Since their original discovery, carbon nanotubes~CNT’s!
have been the subject of intensive experimental and theo
ical investigations. So far many interesting nanotube dev
have been explored, including single-electron transist1

tunneling-magnetoresistance device,2 electromechanica
switch3; CNT diodes,4 intramolecular junctions,5 CNT quan-
tum wires,6,7 CNT-superconductor hybrid systems8

heterostructure,9 and CNT rings10 and crosses.11 In this pa-
per, we propose and investigate the properties of a nanot
based parametric electron pump, a molecular device
which a dc electric current is delivered to the outside wo
at zero bias voltage via a cyclic deformation of two or mo
device parameters.12,13

Classical pumps have been fabricated a long time
based on the Coulomb blockade effects.14,15 More recently,
quantum-dot-based quantum pumps were investigated,16 in
which a dc signal was delivered by cyclically deforming t
shape of the quantum dot using two gates that were cap
tively coupled to the dot. The output signal was found
vary with the phase differencef0 between the two gate volt
ages, and to be antisymmetric aboutf05p. Because such an
output can be delivered without bias, this interesting dev
has been the subject of several theoretical investigations.17–20

Due to the peculiar electronic properties of CNT,5,2,6–8,21,22

CNT-based parametric electron pumps are expected to
have as a prototypical nanometer-scale molecular dev
Our main results show that this is indeed true, with t
pumped dc current being sensitive to the electronic level
the CNT. An antisymmetric pumped signal is predicted n
the many doubly degenerate levels of the finite-length C
for a wide range of energies, along with a nonsinusoi
dependence on the phase differencef0 on the external
pumping force. Finally, we predict a ‘‘phase diagram’’ for th
parametric pumping operation of the CNT device.

The CNT pump we consider~see the left inset of Fig. 2!
consists of a finite-sized metallic CNT connected to t
electrodes. It is operated by applying cyclic, time-depend
gate voltages to the two metallic gates, which are cap
tively coupled to the CNT. Due to these gate voltages, t
potential perturbations, which vary cyclically, are establish
along the length of the tube. For the pump to work,
assume that the two pumping forces have a definite ph
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differencef0. For simplicity, the CNT is modeled with the
nearest-neighborp-orbital tight-binding model with bond
potential Vppp522.75 eV for the carbon atoms. Thi
model is known to give a reasonable, qualitative descript
of the electronic and transport properties of carb
nanotubes.23,24Although model analysis of parametric pump
have been carried out before within the context of scatteri
matrix theory,18,20molecular systems such as CNT’s differ
that the atomic structure plays an important role in determ
ing the output signatures. To investigate, we therefore us
nonequilibrium Green’s function approach.25,26 We further
assume that the CNT is well contacted by the electrodes
that the temperatures are such that both the Coulomb bl
ade effects and electron-electron interactions may be
glected.

In the pumping process, we use$X(t)% to describe a set o
external pumping forces that are functions of timet. In the
adiabatic approximation, the current flowing through ele
trodea due to variations of driving forcesX1 andX2, in one
period of timet, is given by18

I a[E
0

t

I a~ t !dt5
qv

2pE0

t

dtFdNa

dX1

dX1

dt
1

dNa

dX2

dX2

dt G , ~1!

where the quantitydNa /dX is the partial density of state
~DOS!, called the injectivity, of leada ~Ref. 27!

dNa

dXj
52E dE

2p S 2
] f

]EDTr@GrGaGaD j #, ~2!

which describes the number of charged carriers entering
a due to the change of parameterXj . Here the retarded
Green’s function is given by

Gr~E,$X%!5
1

E2H2Vpp2S r
, ~3!

whereS r[SL
r 1SR

r is the total self-energy due to couplin
to the device electrodes, andGa522 Im@Sa

r # is the line-
width function. In Eq.~3!, Vpp is a diagonal matrix describ
ing the variation of the CNT potential landscape due to
external pumping forceX. In this work we choose the two
©2001 The American Physical Society21-1
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external forces to beX1(t)[V1(t)52V102V1psin(vt) and
X2(t)[V2(t)52V202V2psin(vt1f0). The potential due to
the gates can therefore be written asVpp5V1D11V2D2,
whereD i is the potential profile function.

We now apply Eq.~1! to calculate the current for the CN
parametric pump. In particular, we consider a~5,5! armchair
CNT with 200 unit cells of carbon atoms~total 4000 atoms!.
In this work we specifically consider situations where t
nanotube is well contacted and therefore transport is no
the Coulomb blockade regime. The two metallic gates t
provide the driving force are located near the two ends of
finite CNT between 0.1L to 0.3L, and between 0.7L to 0.9L,
whereL is the length of the CNT~each gate has a size of 4
unit cells!. To simplify the numerics, we mimic the gate e
fects by simply adding the potentialVpp to the CNT where
the profile functionD i is set to be unity for the gate region
and zero otherwise. A more-accurate study requires a
merical solution of the Poisson equation with the gates p
viding the appropriate boundary conditions. However,
simple potential shift is expected to be adequate for a se
quantitative study. We have also applied the wide bandli
for the self-energy25,28 and, without losing generality, as
sumedV105V205V0 andV1p5V2p5Vp . If the pumping is
asymmetric, the transmission coefficient and hence pum
current will be suppressed. The unit of the pumped currenI p
is fixed by the pumping frequency. When frequencyv
5100 MHz, which is close to the frequency used in Ref. 1
I p;10211 A. Finally, the energy scale such as Fermi ene
and gate voltages is measured in eV.

Figure 1 shows the pumped currentI p versus the Ferm
energyEF for different pumping amplitudesVp , with V0
52.72~Ref. 29! andf05p/2 at zero temperature. For com
parison, we also plot the static transmission coefficient of
CNT device at zero pumping forceVp50 ~solid line!. Sev-
eral interesting observations are in order. First, the transm
sion function shows a resonance behavior indicated by
many sharp and broad peaks. We have confirmed that
sharp peaks occur at energies where there are very la

FIG. 1. The transmission coefficient~solid line!, the pumped
current versusEF for different pumping amplitudesVp50.0014
~dotted line!, 0.0027~short-dashed line!, and 0.0068~long-dashed
line!. Inset: the pumped current versusEF with T50 ~solid line!
andT510 K ~dotted line! with Vp50.0068. The other paramete
areV052.72 andf05p/2.
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scattering total DOS, while the broad peaks are at ener
characterized by smaller total DOS. This behavior is con
tent with a resonant transmission due to a coupling of
CNT to the external electrodes. The sharp transmission pe
are usually grouped in pairs, which is a consequence of
finite-sized CNT energy spectrum that has many doubly
generate levels.30 When the CNT is in contact with the ex
ternal electrodes, these degenerate levels split, resultin
the resonance pairs. Second, due to the resonance tran
sion, the pumped currentI p has a large value near energi
where the sharp resonant transmission peaks occur, whiI p
vanishes away from these peaks. This is becauseI p is di-
rectly proportional to the scattering DOS. Therefore, even
energies where the transmission has broad resonances
as atE'20.0204, I p does not show any peak due to th
small DOS there. Third, another striking aspect is that
pumped current peaks have opposite sign for each trans
sion pair peaks, and the width of the current peaks is clos
the distance between the transmission peaks. Therefore
CNT pump has the property that the DC current can flow
of the device from either electrodes by a slight change
electron energy. Finally, as the pumping force amplitudeVp
increases, the current peak height increases and its positi
shifted away from the original transmission peak.

To understand this behavior, we note that in the symm
ric pumping case that we consider, the pumped current in
left lead at timet is given by,

I 1~ t !;
dN1

dX1
cosvt2

dN1

dX2
sinvt. ~4!

As will be discussed later,dN1 /dX1 is much larger than
dN1 /dX2 ~numerical results confirm this!. Therefore, the
pumped currentI 1 is mainly determined bydN1 /dX1, which
shows sharp peaks near the resonant levels. We find
during a pumping cycle labeled byf5vt, dN1 /dX1 has
one or two very sharp peaks depending on the configura
of the pumping system. This is plotted in Fig. 2. Let us fi
examine Fig. 2 at a fixedf. Since the pumping potentia
V15V01Vpsinf and V25V01Vp cosf, during the pump-

FIG. 2. The location of the peak of injectivitydN1 /dX1 versus
the phasef/p. Left inset: a schematic plot of the molecular devic
Right inset: the localized wave functions in the wells.
1-2
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CARBON NANOTUBE PARAMETRIC ELECTRON PUMP: . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 115321
ing cycle the system is always asymmetric~i.e., V1ÞV2)
except atf5p/4 and 5p/4. These two special points corre
spond to the case in which the bands of both wells are shi
up and down by (A2/2)Vp . At f5p/4 ~or 5p/4), we see
two large peaks atE1520.0122 ~or E3520.0027) and
E2520.0109~or E4520.0014) corresponding to two reso
nant levels in the transmission curve. Whenf,p/4 or f
.5p/4, the left well is higher than that of the right. We fin
that the injectivity dN1 /dX1 for the lower resonant leve
diminishes very quickly, while that of the upper resona
level remains more or less the same. When the right we
lower for p/4,f,5p/4, we can only see the injectivity o
the lower resonant level instead. Hence, Fig. 2 is actual
trace of the injectivity of the two resonant levels for th
different system configurations.31 Physically, Fig. 2 can be
understood as follows. The system has two resonant leve
the energy range of@20.014,0# so that one observes tw
transmission peaks whenVp50. These two resonant state
C i ( i 5u,l ) can be expanded approximately bycL andcR ,
which are localized near the two potential wells, respectiv
~see the right inset of Fig. 2!: C i;a icL6b icR . Near a
resonant levelE0, the injectivity of leada ~with a5L,R)
can be written approximately as the Breit-Wigner form32:
Ga /@(E2E0)21G2/4# whereGa is the decay width into the
lead a. So the injectivity of left lead is dominated byGL .
When Vp50 the system is symmetric, we havea i5b i

5A2/2. The electron wave function is now extended into
two wells and the electron has an equal probability of esc
ing from either leads. HenceGL for upper and lower resonan
levels are approximately the same. When the pumping
turned on, thenC i will not have equal weight oncL/R and
the electron will tend to localize in one of the wells. F
instance, forf,p/4 or f.5p/4, the band bottom of the
left well is higher. For the upper levelCu , we haveau
.bu , i.e., the electron on the upper levelEu will spend
more time in the left well whereas for the lower levelEl we
have a l,b l and so that electron will dwell longer in th
right well. As a result,GL(Eu)@GL(El) and the electron
coming from the left has larger injectivity for the upper lev
than the lower one. This explains whydN1 /dX1 is much
larger for the upper level than the lower one~not shown in
Fig. 2 since it is very small!. For p/4,f,5p/4, the reso-
nant levels across, i.e., the level localized in the left well n
becomes the lower level instead of upper one. Similar d
cussion leads to the conclusion thatGL(El)@GL(Eu). In
other words, the electron localized in the left well always h
larger injectivity for the left lead regardless whether it is
the upper level or lower one. Since the physics is domina
by the left well for the injectivity of lead 1, we conclude th
dN1 /dX1 is much larger thandN1 /dX2. Hence, Fig. 2
serves as a ‘‘phase diagram’’ of our molecular device and
pumped current can be found directly from Fig. 2.

To obtain the pumped current for a fixed Fermi ener
one should accumulatedN1 /dX1 through the pumping cycle
with weighting factor cosf @see Eq.~4!#. When EF.0 or
EF,20.014, there is no peak in Fig. 2 fordN1 /dX1 and the
pumping current is negligible as a result. ForEF betweenE1
andE2, there is only one peak in the second quadrant fof
11532
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that gives a negative current due to the weighting fac
cosf. Similarly, for EF betweenE3 andE4, there is only one
peak in the fourth quadrant forf resulting in a positive
current. For the other Fermi energiesEF in Fig. 2, there are
two peaks fordN1 /dX1 with comparable amplitudes locate
at f and p2f, respectively. Since cosf52cos(p2f),
these two contributions cancel each other and the pum
current is negligible. From the above discussion, we see
the energy range of the nonvanishing pumped current is
termined by the two resonant levelsE1 and E2 ~or E3 and
E4). To further support this picture, we look at transmissi
curve. Figure 3 shows the shifting of the transmission cu
as we increase or decrease the bottom of the well
A2/2Vp . We see that as the bottom of the well increases,
pair of resonant levels move downward while keeping
resonant peak distance more or less the same, and vice v
Looking at Fig. 2, atf5p/4, we have two peaks exactl
corresponding to the two resonant peaks in Fig. 3. Fina
Fig. 3 shows that the position and the width of the pump
current are directly determined by the shifting of the reson
transmission peaks. We have done similar calculations
different system parameters including the case of zig
nanotubes@see, for example, the right inset of Fig. 3 forI p
versusEF for a (9,0) nanotube# and verified that the main
physical picture is unchanged.

The left inset of Fig. 3 depicts the pumped current a
function of the phase differencef0. It shows that the
pumped current is antisymmetric aboutf05p, consistent
with the experiments of Ref. 16. Experimentally, for an op
dot with a small DOS, it is observed16 that the pumping
signal is a sinusoidal function of the phase difference
small and intermediate pumping amplitudes. For stro
pumping, the signal starts to show nonsinusoidal behav
For our case, the nonsinusoidal behavior manifests itself
the resonant tunneling behavior. Note that the asymmetr

FIG. 3. The transmission coefficient and the pumped curr
versusEF with V052.72 andVp50.0068. Here three transmissio
coefficients are obtained by setting the bottom of the well to beV0

~solid line!, V01cos(p/4)Vp ~dotted line!, and V02cos(p/4)Vp

~dash-dotted line!. Left inset: I p versus phase differencef0 for
V052.72, Vp50.0068, andEF520.0019. Right inset:I p versus
EF for a (9,0) nanotube of 100 layers~total 3600 atoms! with V0

52.72, Vp50.0041, andf05p/2.
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pumped current aroundf05p can be destroyed by othe
effects such as the finite-frequency effect that is not con
ered here. Finally, we have studied the influence of hig
temperatures to the pumped current. As the temperatu
increased, the peaks in the pumping curve decrease gr
ally, as shown in the inset of Fig. 1 forI p versusEF at 10 K.
This is expected since a finite temperature tends to smea
the quantum resonances, and the pumped current peak
direct result of resonant tunneling.

In summary, we have studied the parametric pumping
finite-carbon nanotube using a nonequilibrium Green’s fu
tion theory. As the Fermi energy is varied, the pumped c
11532
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rent is found to oscillate in a regular fashion as a result
competition of resonant levels. Because of the resonant
ture of the pumping, the pumped current shows nonsinu
dal dependence on the phase difference of the pumping
rameters, consistent with the experimental findings.
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